
Advanced Abuse  
Reduction

for a better ride…



The confidence inspiring Flexx Handlebar isolates your upper body from abuse, 

allowing you to ride longer and charge harder with more control by absorbing abuse 

and vibration in an unnoticeable manner. 

Flexx Handlebars are precise in the steering path, yet forgiving near the load path 

of the suspension, yielding un compromised control and abuse reduction. Flexx 

Handlebars provide the feedback and feel of a traditional bar for proper control, while 

taking the edge off of the abuse. Since you do not have to steer through the abuse 

reduction mechanism control is not diminished.

Flexx Handlebars provide incredible small bump compliance, while comforting on 

catastrophic impacts. By small bump compliance we are speaking to the irritating 

high frequency chatter, chop and bumps that are to small for your fork to absorb. 

Before the suspension starts to work the bars are absorbing the abuse, smoothing out 

the trail. When the suspension is bottomed out the bars comfort on the catastrophic 

impact, spreading the load over a greater period of time.  In between the 

small bump compliance and bottoming Flexx Handlebars are 

undetectable, tracking along with the suspension, 

taking the edge off of your hands, for a 

dramatically improved ride.

“Flexx handlebars 
dampen the impact 
on harsh landings 
and make for a 
smooth day riding 
keeping you relaxed 
and in control when 
riding rough terrain.”

— Lorin Whitaker

Flexx Handlebar



The Specs
Rise: 25mm

Clamp Diameter: 31.8mm

Weight: 440grams

Width:800mm

Upsweep: 5-6*

Back sweep: 8*

Materials: American Made UD carbon,
7075 Aluminum, Titanium

Effective suspension travel: 5*, length
of handle dictates overall travel

Elastomer included: Soft, medium, 
hard compression and rebound 

Patent#6,860,500

Handle is completely 

isolated through fiber 

pivot bushings along 

with compression and 

rebound elastomers.

Aluminum center 

section provides better 

structural integrity and 

performance by better 

restraining the pivot 

points, forcing all loads 

directly through the 

elastomers. 

7075 Aluminum provides  

the skeletal base for  

superior abuse reduction.

Titanium  

pivot pin and 

hardware.  

3 different compression and 

rebound elastomers allow you to 

tune the bar to your preferences. 

AMAZING! On bumpy, rocky terrain Flexx Handlebars 
smoothed everything out.  At the end of any ride there is a 
huge difference in feeling from my hands, wrists, shoulders, 
neck, back.  On a rigid bar I would always have some of 
feeling joint soreness, or muscle tension; that is gone 
with the Flexx Handlebars. I’m more confident with Flexx 

Handlebars, they are one more thing that makes my ride 
more enjoyable & faster through certain sections.  Flexx 
Handlebars absorb things that suspension doesn’t!

– Ian Shockley, Owner Bike Fix Utah

The Flexx Enduro utilizes an aluminum center section that provides better 

structural integrity and performance for those that demand the most from 

their bars. The aluminum center section better restrains the pivot points, 

forcing all loads directly through them.   Precise steering, yet an incredibly 

smooth ride, you’ll dig the Flexx Enduro ride after ride. 

Flexx Enduro



Enduro E, built for the varying demands of your E-mtb, tuned specifically to 

compliment the flow and speed of an E ride.  The limiting factor of many E-mtb 

rides are often hands, wrists, arms, and shoulder issues as you cover more 

ground at a faster pace.  Flexx MTB Handlebars minimize those issues so you can 

ride the way you’d like.

Patent#6,860,500

I’ve been racing bicycles for over 30 years, with a lot of elite racing experience in different 
disciplines and product development along the way.  I found Flexx Handlebars to have a really 
positive feel, on big hits the bar absorbs the impacts taking the abuse out of harsh landings, rock 
beds, G-outs, and everything in between. I’m hitting obstacles with more speed and confidence, 
and getting more runs in every session. I haven’t been this comfortable in years,  I’m truly reliving 
my glory days and loving every run. Thanks Fasst Co!”

– Bernard Unhassobiscay, Former National racer and UCI World Downhill Masters Champ

The Specs
Rise: 25mm

Clamp Diameter: 31.8mm

Weight: 440grams

Width: 800mm

Upsweep: 5-6*

Back sweep: 8*

Materials: American Made UD carbon,
7075 Aluminum, Titanium

Effective suspension travel: 5*, length
of handle dictates overall travel

Elastomer included: E-tuned soft, medium, 
hard compression and rebound 

E-tuned elastomers dial 

the bar in for your needs. 

Flexx Enduro E

7075 Aluminum provers 

the skeletal base for 

precise rider input. 

Utilizes American Made UD 

composite handles. 



With so much talk about Flexx MTB Handlebars and our abuse 

reduction technology, the best way to form an opinion is to experience 

it yourself.  We offer Flexx MTB Handlebar demos direct from our facility 

or through select dealers.  

30 Day “Ride it, Believe it” Money Back Guarantee! 

Ride Flexx MTB Handlebars for 30 days, if you’re not stoked on their 

performance ship them back to us for a refund. See website for details. 

YOUR #FASSTFAMILY PROMISE We share your passion. We ride, we 

race, we crash. We know your frustrations and exhilaration, which is 

why we’re committed to developing world class products that offer true 

value to your time on the bike while simultaneously providing you with 

the best customer service you’ve ever experienced. We’re here to work 

together with you to solve any problems, issues, or questions you may 

have. Reach out, we’d love to hear from you.

5 Year Workmanship And Lifetime 50% Off Damage Warranty  

Flexx MTB
“I have more 
confidence and 
control riding on my 
Flexx Handlebars, 
they’ve allowed 
me to ride longer, 
eliminating shoulder 
and hand pain. Flexx 
bars  allowed me to 
progress as a rider.”

– Nick Dru



FASST COMPANY OUT FRONT SOCK

ELASTOMERS

GRIPS

WATER BOTTLES

Fasst MTB Swag

Socks

Grips 

Bolts 

Elastomers

Water Bottles

T-Shirts
and More

Check out our latest swag, parts  
and accessories online. 
www.fasstmtb.com

“Since I broke my hand last 
year I’ve had problems with 
my hand falling asleep on 
rides. First ride out with 
Flexx Handlebars I had no 
numbness at all!   I’m totally 
sold on this addition to my 
bike’s suspension. I also love 
that the Flexx Bars are made 
locally in Southern Utah.  
Additional perk...custom laser 
engraving to make the bars 
your own!!”

– Angela Anderson, Women 

Ride Utah



Consistently unique, consistently misunderstood. It’s who we are and who we’ve 

always been. “Flex…!!!! Holy #@&^ !”. We get it, but you don’t understand…yet. The 

sole focus with Flexx Handlebars is absorbing abuse while maintaining a traditional 

feel and maximizing control. It’s our guiding light and hard to understand until you 

ride with them.

The coolest thing about the Flexx Handlebar experience is the consistent feedback 

riders of all skill levels, size, and age have had. Universally they are able to ride longer, 

and have more fun. Their comments are all similar as is their stoke when telling us 

about their experience.

As a rider based brand we’ve always loved anything with two wheels. Disrupters from 

the beginning, we’re known in moto for our ride changing products and exceptional 

service. Now in the mountain bike world we’re positioned the same, which is great, 

as you the rider will love the comfort added.  We appreciate any feedback you have 

about our products, we love to learn from our riders, and look forward to helping you 

get more enjoyment out of your ride.

www.fasstmtb.com

1337 S 1900 E.Washington, UT 84780

87 7-306-1801

 @fasstcompanymtb

bike


